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Success Criteria
Year 5

• I can swim with a streamline body position.

Year 6

• I can swim with a streamlined body position.

YEAR 5/6

Swimming
Lesson 4 - Intermediate

Learning Objective
To develop the technique for backstroke arms and legs.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Keep your hips up towards the water surface.

Equipment
Kickboard x 12
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Crouch and 1/4 turn entry:
Teacher note: this entry is inappropriate where pool sides are raised, slippery and narrow. In this case use another entry method.

Crouch on the poolside with your toes over the edge of the pool.

Place one hand on the side of pool.

Lean on your hand and jump into the pool making a quarter turn.

Bend your knees when your feet touch the pool floor.

Hand remains in contact with the pool edge until you are standing.

 
Stuck in the mud:
Select two pupils to be the catchers. When a pupil is tagged they put their arms out across the surface of the water. To be freed, another pupil must submerge under either arm.

To move, pupils must use front crawl.

Make this harder by selecting more than two catchers.
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Skill Development
20 Mins

Backstroke legs:
Pupils have one kickboard each. They hold the kickboard on their front and use backstroke legs to swim approx. 15m.

Repeat this twice.

Keep a streamlined and flat body position with your eyes looking up and head back in the water.

Kick from the hips with alternating legs.

Keep your legs close together.

Relaxed ankles.

Make this harder by holding the kickboard above your head with extended arms.  

                                                       

 
Backstroke arms:
Whilst holding the kickboard on their chest with one arm, pupils practise the backstroke arm action with the other arm.

Pupils practise this over 15m with one arm and then 15m with the other and repeat this twice on each side.

Lead with your thumb as your arm comes out of the water.

Your little finger should enter the water first with your arm straight and your palm facing outwards.

Ensure your arm passes your ear before entering the water.

Once your arm is in the water turn your palm so it is facing the bottom of the pool and pull your hand through the water.
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Full backstroke:
Without a kickboard, pupils take it in turns with a partner to swim 25m using backstroke.

Keep your hips lifted, try to keep your body close to the surface of the water.

Keep your head still and your neck relaxed.

Make this easier by swimming a shorter distance.

 
All arms and legs:
In pairs of similar ability and size, pupils take it in turns to be the arms and the legs in backstroke. The pupil who is the arms links their feet under their partner armpits. The arms pupil is

only allowed to use their arms and the legs pupil is only allowed to kick. Can they work together to move?

Swap over.

Option to also complete this as a race. Give the pupils time to discuss and decide who should be the arms and who should be the legs.

Push your hips up towards the water surface.

Ensure that the pupil who is the arms flexes their feet so that they have a firm hold of their partner.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Ask the pupils to exit via the pool edge.

Keep your fingers pointing forwards and your hands shoulder width apart.

Push down on the pool edge to lift yourself up and climb out.

Make this easier by using the corner of the pool.

 

Ask the pupils which part of the backstroke technique they feel they developed the most in today?

Which element do they feel needs further development?

How did they decide who should be which part of the backstroke when completing this with a partner?


